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Rex Goudie

REX GOUDIE: RUN! ->Web Site. www.rexgoudie.com
I use this site alot and i ve noticed that there were absolutly no tabs on here
from Rex
Goudie so i decided to tab his new song Run! Gotta support your Newfoundland
Musicians!
GO REX! if ya have any comments about this tab, e-mail me at
torie_founded@hotmail.com.... 
**For best results, play along with the song to get the feel of it! ENJOY!

RUN

Intro: one strum! E,A2,E,A2 etc.

Verse:
E
We re just two people 
            A2
Riding a circle thats spinning around 
                 E
Just everyday people 
                  A2
Searching for something we ve already found 

Pre:
F#
I m just a guy whose in love with a girl 
              A2
not in front me 
      F#
now you re so far away 
                                  A2
and I need you right here in my arms

Chorus:
           F#---A2
so baby just run 
       E                            B
take a bus, take a plane, take a train 
             F#---A2
and baby just run 
         E
run as fast as you can 
              B
girl you ll find your way back 
            F#                 A2



cause no matter wherever you are 
            F#                           A2
theres no place on this earth thats too far 
 E
run.
         E-A2-E etc.

Verse 2
                  E
we re just two people 
              A2
wishing that we were together tonight 
                E                     A2
just everyday people trying to make sence of this puzzle called life.

Pre. Chorus 
F#                                                     A2
I m just a guy whose in love with a girl not in front me 
      F#
now you re so far away 
                                  A2
and I need you right here in my arms

Chorus:
              F#--A2
so baby just run
        E                          B
Take a bus, take a plane, take a train 
               F#--A2
and baby just run, 
         E
run as fast as you can 
              B                           F#
Girl you ll find your way back cause no matter 
              A2
wherever you are 
            F#                           A2
theres no place on this earth thats too far 
 E
run.

Bridge: 
C#          B        A2
sooner or later its over 
C#           B         A2
passin  you by and it s gone 
C#                 B             A2
theres not enough time left to wonder 
                       F#--A2----A2
if you re where you belong. 



****Chords Used:*****  
    F#    E     A2     C#      B
e----0----0-----0------0-------0----
a----4----2-----0------4-------4----
d----4----2-----2------6-------4----
g----2----1-----2------6-------4----
b----0----0-----0------0-------0----
e----0----0-----0------0-------0----

** workin on more songs from Rex!! :D:D

 


